Touch-screen tablet computers are emerging as a popular platform for many applications, including those in learning and model demonstration and parameter exploration. The human-computer interaction (HCI) mechanisms and potential of such devices make them attractive for highly interactive simulations. We have implemented a number of simulation models including: the Ising model of magnetism; di↵usion models; Conway's Game of Life and variants of it; and other cellular automata models. We show how the touch screen capability leads to new ways for users to interact with a running simulation -to steer the computations and to explore parameter model space. We describe our HCI and user-interface experiments and experiences on various Android Apps and discuss possible future directions for interfacing to such highly interactive models on tablet computers using native App programs as well as using web platform approaches.
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Introduction
Although Human-Computer Interfacing is now a relatively mature discipline [1] with many of the key guiding principles well studied [2] [3] [4] , the widespread availability of new compute devices is leading to hitherto unexplored new ways for interacting with interactive programs. The multi-touch capability of tablet computers [5] is a particularly interesting area that is still being explored by new communities of users for vari- ous disciplines. Gestural interfaces are not new [6] although with the very rapid product commoditization of touch sensitive tablet computing the research and textbook literature on multi-touch and gestural systems has not yet caught up and there are surprisingly few accounts of multi-touch applications and associated experiences [7] .
There are good accounts in the literature of HCI experiments and applications [8] for tablet computing on data entry [9] , database interaction [10] , and interactive training [11] . Software development work is also reported on HCI frameworks that will further enable these applications [12] .
We are interested in highly-interactive computer simulations in a wide range of scientific disciplines, but a particular area of growing interest is that of simulation models that can be steered and interacted with using the direct manipulation paradigm as it is known in the HCI literature. Relatively low performance tablets can be used for many mobile computing and learning applications [13] but the platform performance requirement for running a computationally intensive simulation is similar to that of interactive computer gaming [14] [15] [16] . Devices with this higher compute capability have only become available quite recently. The area of deployed simulations [17] therefore promises to be an important and active area for the future however and understanding how humans can best interact with fast touch-screen tablets will be necessary [18] . Figure 1 shows an example of the sort of interactive simulation we are interested. The figure shows an Android computer running a direct manipulation model rendering as well a running plot of model properties, and also a more common set of graphical user interface control widgets [19] . Direct manipulation involves having a visible representation of the model available to the user for interaction and feedback. In this present paper we focus on two dimensional grid models such cellular automata. We develop some mechanisms for exploring touch and multi-touch interaction paradigms with this family of models and use this to experiment with the capabilities of tablet based computers.
Although tablet computers have had a somewhat checkered history [20] , they are now emerging as surprisingly good platforms for simulation demonstration models since they now relatively cheap, widely accessible to students, and are easily held without needing to be wired. Most recently, available devices such as the iPad, and a range of vendors' Android-based tablet systems have sufficient computational power to run simulation models of suitable size and complexity so as to be useful independent of the need for server-side computations. The platforms we used in this paper had dualcore processors, and quad-core processors are likely to become widely available in tablets later this year.
A number of different tablet platforms are now available and it is not entirely trivial to determine which vendor invented or originated which feature [21] and there is especial confusion about the origins of the multitouch capability. The work we report in this paper used a range of Android [22, 23] operating system supported tablets from vendors including: Samsung, Asus and Motorola although we have also developed prototype Apps for the Apple iPad. Putting aside proprietary concerns, the multi-touch capability is here, is becoming widely available and is not yet a well explored HCI paradigm for many applications and user communities.
These devices thus open up a new area of HCI and interaction capabilities that will be important to other emerging compute intensive applications such as interactive simulations. The range of HCI possibilities for tablets is quite different from that for desktop computer interaction modes and is not yet a fully explored nor understood space. Making inroads into this space is the main contribution of this paper.
Our paper is structured as follows: In Section 2 we summarise briefly the main features and motivation for simulating models in computational science. In Section 3 we describe the approach and implementation methods we employed to construct Android Apps for the simulations and we also outline the HCI multi-touch interaction algorithms we used. We present a range of screen-shots of our Apps in Section 4 and a discussion of emerging issues for HCI for interactive simulations on touch screen tablets in Section 5. We offer some conclusions and directions for the future in Section 6.
Simulation Models
Models that we implement on tablet computers for this exploration of HCI are widely used for studying complex systems. They include models such as the Ising model, Game of Life, Game of Death, and other automaton models and are well described in depth elsewhere. We give a brief summary here to clarify there use as a motivation for interactive simulation using tablet computing HCI approaches.
The Ising model [24, 25] consists of a set of "magnetic spins" which interact with one another using an energy coupling that is dependent upon the simulated temperature. Like a real magnet, at high temperature (above what is know as the Curie temperature or the critical point) the magnet loses its spontaneous magnetization and in fact ceases to be a magnet. Below this temperature however a phase transition occurs and the spins spontaneously align so that clusters of like spins form. When the magnet is very cold all spins align into one giant cluster that spans the whole system. Interestingly however near the critical temperature clusters of all length scales form and this effect gives rise to may interesting effects and properties in modern material. The Ising model consists of a very simplified system with only two spins -"up" and "down" which we model as black and white in the screen-shots of the simulation App.
The Ising model evolves using a thermal heat-bath algorithm that adjusts the individual spins depending upon their relative alignment with their neighbouring spin cells. Spins flip probabilistically depending on the simulated temperature and also on the applied magnetic field. There are thus two parameters for the user to explore and adjust and "quenching" experiments can be done where the user explores the effect of applying a particular temperature and field to a randomly initialising Ising system. Annealing experiments can be done where the user continuously adjusts the temperature applied to an evolving system. In both cases allowing the user to adjust the parameters aid an intuitive understanding of how the phase transition behaves.
Variants of the Ising model include the Potts model, where spins can take more than just two values -and an be coloured in the direct manipulation model accordingly, or the Kawasaki model where the spins exchange position with a chosen neighbour rather than flipping. In this model the total number of each species is fixed and the dynamics and resulting phase transitional behaviours are different.
Another well known model in computer science is Conway's Game of Life [26] . In this model a mesh is populated with cells that are alive or are dead. The model progresses so that live cells which have exactly two or three live neighbours survives to the next generation, and any dead cell with exactly three live neighbours becomes live. Otherwise cells remain dead or die. This model has been shown to give rise to all sorts of complexity and statistically rich patterns of individual cells arise and lead to a dynamical equilibrium even from completely random initial systems states. Particular patterns of cells such as the Glider gun can be set up by the user and multiple guns can eject glider patterns that appear to travel as "life forms" across the simulated system.
It is interesting to allow the user to explore the model space by clicking on individual cells in the direct manipulation model and "plant" particular patterns at particular spatial locations to see how they evolve. The model is evolved as a completely deterministic cellular automaton with each change to each cell precisely determined by the state of its neighbours. Interactive experiments consist either of randomly initialising the system with a certain fraction of live cells, or of initialising with a specific pattern hand edited or imported from a file by the user.
Variants of the Game of Life model are possible by adjusting the number of live neighbours that lead to the life or death of a cell. There are a whole family of "Life-Like" such models. Another variant is the Game of Death [27] -whereby cells can be live, dead or in a zombie state. Cyclic relationships in how cells change give rise to different phenomenological behaviours that can also be explored using interactive simulation.
There are many other similar simulation models in this class that can be implemented using the paradigm we have described. In summary, the broad requirements are for: a simulated mesh of cells; cells that take on a discrete number of states; an evolutionary algorithm that advances the whole mesh of cells by a time step; some adjustable parameters for some models; and the capability of viewing, initialising and editing the pattern of cells.
These sort of models typically show interesting behaviours at different spatial length scales. It is therefore important to be be able to examine or view cells close up so individuals can be changed or viewed, but also to be able to zoom out so that the large scale patterns are also discernible and the multi-scale phenomena are visible. These requirements need to be met by our interactive Android App using various HCI capabilities.
Android Apps
The Android operating system has emerged as a powerful and popular platform for developing Apps to run on mobile platforms such as tablet computers and smart phones. Android is a Unix/Linux like operating system with many well established, tested and widely used and understood internal software models. Its relative open-ness makes it an attractive development platform for mobile Apps [29] [30] [31] .
We employed a Java program running using the Android Software Development Kit [32] and the HCI and graphical user interface widgets to build the Apps for our simulations. The interface ideas for Android are relatively mature [28] but we did have to resort to our own development work for some features such as the multi-scale zooming and model navigation. Some of the ideas of gesture based interfacing for touch sensitive screens are now well known and have been documented for systems such as the iGesture tablet [6] . Others such as some of the multi-touch features are not yet well documented or explored.
The code listed in Figure 2 is an example of our own development of the multi-touch interface. This is the pseudo-code for the event handling and detection of touches in our App. The code stipulates how we detect multiple touches and how we react to the one, two or three fingers. These events then trigger different functionality in the App which allows for real time interaction for both the user and the simulation.
Android supports what is known as a multiple activities model and the screen area is managed using various "activities." The SDK supports many of the conventional GUI widgets such as sliders , buttons, menus and onTouchEvent ( e v e n t ) { c o u n t t h e number o f f i n g e r s i n t h e e v e n t
c a l c u l a t e movement i n x and y event c a l c u l a t e d i f f e r e n c e movement from s t a r t t o end } } } Figure 2 : Touch event handling pseudo-code. so forth. A canvas and associated component library is available to manage things such as a plot of model properties. We found it useful to make this plot feature optional -for some models it is a distraction, but for others such as the Ising model family of simulations it is very valuable to let the user see the dramatic change in a model property when a parameter is adjusted. The plots (shown as a red tracer in the screen shots in Section 4 below is a plot of the magnetization -or the fraction of "up" cell sites compared to the number of cells.
Parameter adjustment can be done using a number of HCI idiomatic forms. Some common widget idioms in use on desktops would include sliders, dials, spinners and textual form inputs. On a tablet computer where there is no in built keyboard a form based input is managed by the operating system and will pop up a touchable keyboard on demand. This is useful in some contexts but it obviously obscures a large part of the visible model so is perhaps only useful when the simulation is stopped and is not dynamically evolving. We found the slider widget was the best choice for our App, but since the parameters in some cases are floating point values, the slider must of necessity only manage a subset of the possible values. This is adequate for demonstration mode and for user exploration, but it needs to be supplemented by a scaling parameter that is either preset or which can be adjusted by the interactive user using some other control -such as form-based input field.
The issues concerned with managing concurrency and parallelism of a running simulation that is served by interactive controls is a subject for a separate article. In summary we establish an atomic data field that can serve as a shared lock between the stop start GUI buttons and the thread that runs the simulation. Android provides some suitable software apparatus to manage the concurrency but we did find we needed to experiment considerably to minimise garbage collection interference that slowed down the running simulation.
The main part of our App model is the direct manipulation rendered model of the simulated system. This is a mesh of integer cells, on an x-y mesh. For the models we experimented with it was convenient to impose periodic boundary conditions. This means that the model mesh wraps around in both vertical and horizontal directions -it is in effect simulating the surface of a torus. This means that we do not need special edge conditions for cells and all cells have the same number of neighbours. This greatly simplifies the simulation code with no loss of generality as far as our HCI experimentation is concerned.
There are two coordinate systems we must manage -the model coordinates in terms of
x L y cells, but also a pixel coordinate system determined by the properties and limitations of the particular tablet computer employed.
We wanted our render model to support multiple viewing resolutions, so that we need an HCI idiom to zoom in but also to pan around in the windowed part of the evolving model that is visible on screen. Being able to view the model at different resolutions is important so that we can see the whole model at a one cell per pixel resolution but we can also focus in and blow a a particular cell to let the user edit its content.
A definite limitation of the touch screen technology is the resolution achievable by a human finger. Although capacitive stylus devices can typically be employed to improve spatial resolution, it is desirable to be avoid the need for these and let the user use their fingers directly. This means we need to be able to make the chosen cell region enlarge so that a specific cell is easily and unambiguously touched and hence edited. For the discrete state models we simulated it is convenient to adopt the idiom that a touched cell cycles its value through its allowed states. For two-state cell models this amount to toggling the values.
The touch screen and SDK allow multiple touches to be recognized. This offers capabilities not accessible using a mouse on a normal screen. The two-touch "pinch-tozoom" idiom is now quite well known in the context of manipulating static images. We implemented it for our evolving model renderer by dynamically transforming the rendering into an enlarged or shrunk length scale based on the average of the identified two touch points in pixel space, as they transform to model coordinate space.
This then enables the use to pinch-to-zoom out or to move the touching fingers apart to zoom in to the model. The model is constrained at initialisation, although different sizes can be chosen, this only makes sense as a static rather than dynamic choice.
Desktop GUIs typically can afford multiple windows or other ways of gaining extra screen real estate space to support navigation aids such as gyro balls or sliders. We sought another means of allowing the user to navigate one-handedly through the windowed model space without adding extra widgets or adding a render mode switch. A three (or more) fingered touch movement transpired to be easy and natural and is easy for the software to recognize as different from a one finger cell-edit-toggle or a two-fingered pinch-to-zoom. The three (or more) fingered pan allows the user to move the rendered window around to examine any part of the enlarged zoomed-in model.
These ideas are illustrated in the screen shots in Section 4 below.
Screen-shot Examples
In this section we present some screen dumps and photos focusing on the touch sensitive screen and its capabilities, potential and difficulties in establishing good HCI for simulations. Figure 4 shows some shots of the Ising model running. The top shot shows large spin clusters that have formed in the system for a particular temperature and applied field, and the bottom shot shows the effect of applying a stronger field bias so that the grey spin cells win at the expense of the white cells. The red plot trace charts the magnetization evolving with simulation time. The tablet platform is performing quite a lot of computations to run this simulation -each cell is updated each time-step and involves gathering information about its neighbours and using these to compare an exponential function evaluation compared with a randomly generated number to emulate the thermal heat-bath process. Figure 3 shows the four HCI interaction idioms we experimented with on the tablet screen. A single finger can be used in the normal way to press buttons, adjust sliders, and enter text into fields in the usual way with a pop up touch keyboard. Three or more finger touches followed by a swipe motion are recognized as meaning pan the model rendering around in model space to vie w a different windowed region. Two touch points indicates a pinch-to-zoom action, with the enlarged region pivoting around the average of the two touched points. A single finger touch within the direct manipulation model rendering indicates a toggle or cell edit action. Figure 5 shows the sort of menu options that are supported by the graphical user interface software development kit. The top shot shows a global set of choices offered on App startup -this could support some initial startup or "splash" screen information. The middle view is a flat menu of the models supported by our App. Additional help or explanatory information could be provided in this view. The bottom shot is of some model cell pattern initialisation choices offered to the user to initialise the model simulation. These could be built in choices or saved from a previous run or stored in a some sort of model-specific formatted file set. ble option is to allow the rendered model to fill the while screen space. The middle view shows the beginning of the traced property plot. The red race will slowly track in time from right to left monitoring the selected property -in this case the number of grey cells. In the bottom view the trace has developed and is moving right to left -it will fall off the left hand side of the display at the model further develops in simulation time.
Discussion
The tablet devices we employed for this work all used a two core processor and the Android operating system makes good use of this to manage the touch screen interactivity and the simulation model updates quite well using appropriate threading and concurrency. We did find we needed to specify quite carefully how the model data should be treated however to make sure garbage collection inefficiencies did not slow down the model. Models like the sort we describe here are interesting to experiment with on a range of different sizes and scales.
Generally speaking the larger the supportable size the richer the set of complex phenomena we can explore, but even relatively small sizes of N ⇡ 100 ⇥ 100 cells as shown here are still interesting. Present level tablet processor performance can perhaps manage to double this model size without noticeable slow down on some of the simpler (less computationally intensive) models. We estimate that a typical desktop multi core processor is capable of at least another factor of four in model size scale-up with similar user perceived model evolution speed. Nevertheless the ability to experiment with these simulation models in the same way as users interact with casual gaming platforms is useful for model investigation, building up user intuition about the meaning of model parameters, and of course for disciplinary domain-specific student learning.
We employed the Android software development kit for this work. Prior work by us on building interactive models used Java Swing and OpenGL graphical software technologies. We believe the Android kit performs relatively favourably and supplies many of the GUI widgets and HCI idiomatic tools that are required but these appears to be room for further development. Although we were able to use SDK Canvas objects to support code for our App, we did need to implement a lot of software infrastructure ourselves to enable the multi-touch direct model object manipulation apparatus.
In the work reported in this paper we have relied on platform specific operating systems, user interface libraries and other software apparatus. Since we had implemented these simulation models in other contexts it was not particularly difficult to implement them for Android platforms. A recent software development trend however is to consider platform independence through the use of highly graphical and interactive web applications.
If we had been able to create our application as a web applet, it could have been run and interacted with upon a range of devices, not just tablets. The down side of this is the current lack of support for touch interaction within web languages, such as JavaScript. As a result the use of experimental third party library's would be required to create a project which can be interacted with like that of a native Android application.
As XML is used within Android applications to layout the style this can also be used to format the style of a web page, such as that running this web applet. Although both can be styled using the same XML, a cascading style sheet would be used on a web platform, as this would allow for simpler and greater control over objects rendered using HTML5. Many of the features such as the graph are able to be made and embedded within the web page, it is difficult to have them be interacted with like that of the native application, such as creating a pinch to zoom feature, as much of the support required to complete these tasks have not been ported for use with web languages.
It is interesting to speculate about how future users will expect to be able to interact with touch screen tablet computers and what their performance expectations will be. At the time of writing vendors are an-nouncing higher screen resolution capabilities for the next generation of tablet devices. Current global concerns will likely drive the need for low power consumption from such devices, and indeed there are obvious heat emission limitations for hand held devices. We do expect to see greater computational performance become possible with greater numbers of cores available in processors. Even better systems and user-level management of threading concurrency will be needed to make good use of many cores for interactive Apps in the future.
Application such as we describe here may also be able to make use of gesture based interactions that go beyond the touch screen [35] with camera-based interaction able to support accurate and platform portable hand and even finger tracking [36] . The gestures that are both intuitive and easily implemented are likely to be different to the standard mouse idioms that users have become familiar with. Mode changing controls such as "shift-click" and so forth are hard to implement without a permanent keyboard. It is possible that a multimodel approach using a combination of gestures and voice commands [34] may become feasible on commodity devices however.
Conclusions
We have developed an App capable of running a range of scientific simulation models of complex systems including the Ising model, the whole family of Game of Life like automata and other variants including the Potts, Kawasaki and other two dimensional cell-based models. We have used this App as an experimental platform to explore some new human-computer interaction idioms and have discussed how these are implemented and how well they perform on current generation tablet computer running the Android operating system.
As well as evaluating the ease of implementation and usefulness of conventional HCI/GUI widgets we explored direct manipulation HCI ideas using single finger editing, two finger pinch-to-zoom and multi finger (or touch) finger swipe to pan.
In summary we find that touch sensitive displays do make a good paradigm for user interaction, parameter exploration and intuition building exploration of scientific simulation models. We note some areas where we need quite different HCI approaches to those conventionally adopted on desktop systems however. Important issues are: managing minimal screen space well, avoiding screen space-hungry keyboard pop-ups where possible; supporting direct manipulation of the application object using appropriate finger movements and gestures noting particularly the need to cope with "blunt" fingers that are considerably less precise than the pixel resolution mouse movements users have become accustomed to on desktop systems. We also note the need for high contrasting colours and shades to minimise impact of the inevitable build up of fingerprints on touch displays.
We are optimistic about the role that touch-sensitive hand-held computers will play in scientific simulation, model exploration learning. We expect that higher screen resolution and greater processing capabilities on future devices will open up new possibilities. There is already scope for greater exploration of new HCI idioms and for these to be taxonomised, codified and implemented in standard libraries for application developers.
